US Praises ANSF Quick Response to Terror Acts

WASHINGTON - The Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) have come a long way in de-radicalizing and securing their country, the United States said last Saturday. The ANSF has made significant strides in successfully and quickly responding to the terrorist suicide attack in Kabul.

"Looking at the response of the Afghan national security forces, the speed with which they got on scene and the efficiency with which they dealt with the attackers, I think, shows that the training and assistance that we’ve given them has been effective," the State Department spokesperson, John Kirby, told reporters at his daily news conference. Responding to questions on the latest terrorist attack in Kabul, Kirby said during this summertime it is not unusual or unexpected to see more Taliban attacks, not just in Kabul but elsewhere in Afghanistan during the summer.

So this is not altogether surprising. I don’t have trend analysis... (More on PI-06)

Turkmnenistan-Afghanistan-Tajikistan Railway is Under Construction

ASRGABAT - Turkmenistan is confidently gaining a foothold as a key link in creating a new regional and interregional transport and communications infrastructure, which is one of the main factors of the global socio-economic progress, Newsmedia Turkmenistan news service reported.

The project for construction of Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Tajikistan railway that was initiated by Turkmenistan and is being implemented jointly with the partner states proves solid. To date, 85 kilometers of Turkmen section... (More on PI-06)

Kabul Court Quiedy Reverses Death Penalty Decision in Farkhunda Case

KARJUL - The Kabul Appeals Court has allegedly reversed the Primary Court’s sentence of the death penalty handed down in May for four accused in the Farkhunda murder case.

Those handed the death penalty in a ruling in May have reportedly had their sentences reduced to 20 years in prison, a source told Tolo News on condition of anonymity. The decision came Wednesday after a "secret... (More on PI-06)

Constitution

Property of the President, Vice Presidents, ministers, members of the Supreme Court and the Attorney General is immovable and after their term of office would be registered and monitored by an organ to be set by law.

Article 154

WJ Again Summons Ulumi Over Spiraling Insecurity

KARUL - As many as 46 Welday Jirga (WJ) members on Wednesday signed a sworn affidavit in support of their demands, which was signed by at least 64 lawmakers to submit to the administrative panel of the house for further proceedings. (Pajhwok)

Danish Introduces Nominees for Key Posts to Parliament

KARUL - Second vice president Mohammad Sarwar Danish on Wednesday introduced four nominees for government posts to parliament ahead of Saturday’s vote of confidence.

The nominees are for the Ministry of Defense, Central Bank and for the Supreme Court. Taking the podium, Danish first thanked security forces for their hard work in rooting out insurgents across the country as well as fighting off insurgents during the recent attacks on parliament.

He said that it was clear the country was currently going through a difficult period and that insurgents have stepped up the number of attacks. Danish also mentioned the... (More on PI-06)

Special Unit Established to Wipe out Drug Lords

KARUL - Spokesman of Afghanistan spy network has said a separate unit has been tasked to carry out operations against the self-styled Islamic State (IS) fighters in the country.

Abdul Rashid Seddadi, spokesman... (More on PI-06)
Amnesty International alleges that member of the Taliban was killed in an airstrike.

An air strike has killed a Taliban fighter in Afghanistan, according to reports.

The strike was reported to have been carried out by a US drone, targeting a Taliban position in the eastern province of Nangarhar.

Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid denied the attack, saying it was not part of their military strategy.

US officials have confirmed that a member of the Taliban was killed in the strike, but they have not provided any further details.

The US government has been carrying out a number of airstrikes in Afghanistan in recent weeks, targeting Taliban positions in the eastern and southern provinces.

The Taliban have not commented on the strike, and it is unclear whether any civilians were affected.

The situation in Afghanistan remains tense, with fighting continuing between the Taliban and Afghan security forces.

Amnesty International has repeatedly called for an end to the violence in Afghanistan, and for a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

The group has urged all parties to engage in dialogue and work towards a lasting peace.

The US government has also been trying to negotiate a peace deal with the Taliban, but progress has been slow.

The situation in Afghanistan remains fragile, and there is a real risk of further escalate the violence.

The international community has been working to support the Afghan government and its security forces, but the situation remains challenging.
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Electoral Reforms Crucial to Credible Future Setup

By Asmataliyari
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(1) Membership ...

theirs eyes are, they all sit at home. They are in danger that they can be arrested by the police and their movement is restricted. After the attack, they shut down the newspaper. The leader of the Afghan newspaper, Abdul Rauf, tried to draw attention to the government's efforts and an awareness of the Afghan people, his newspaper was detained. The Afghan newspaper, "Akkhal" was shut down.

(2) Turnamenk ...

this international transport center is an important segment of the government's infrastructure. The Afghan government, the Ministry of Transport, continues to work on strengthening the infrastructure on the Atakan-Armavir segment.

Currently, the work on the construction of new passenger facilities is underway in the 24-kilometer section of the road. The Afghan Ministry of Transport has recently made a road bed on the 46-kilometer Atakan-Armavir segment.

Afghanistan-Turkmenistan:

Aiming for an important link in international transportation, the Afghan government of Central Asia, according to the Afghan Ministry of Transport, is developing national roads and highways, with the aim of realizing its strategic objectives: construction of the Central Asia-Japan economic corridor and to achieve a more prominent role in the world economic space on the basis of equal partnership. The construction of the new segment of the international highway is intended to significantly increase the level of communication, to facilitate information exchange, and to promote the development of the Afghan economy. In the near future, this segment of the highway will be completed.

(3) Kabul Court ...

In a particularly violent attack, the Afghan government, along with delicate information, received a death sentence of a local government official. Various departments of the Afghan government, including the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Interior, the Ministry of Defense, and other government agencies, expressed their condolences.

(4) Special Unit...

To address the pressing needs of the Afghan people, the government has established a Special Unit to coordinate and implement various programs and projects.

(5) Afghan freedom fighters...?

Afghan freedom fighters, who have been fighting for a free and independent Afghanistan, have been facing intense pressure from the Taliban, who have gained significant control over the country.

(6) New Hamayn...

A new government has taken office in New Hamayn, promising to bring about positive changes and reforms in the region. The new government has emphasized the need for peace and stability.

(7) S4000 Projects...

The S40000 project is an initiative aimed at improving the security situation in the region. The project is expected to be completed by the end of the year.

(8) Japan Donates...

Based on the request of the Afghan government, Japan has provided humanitarian aid in the form of food and clothing.

(9) Presidium...?

President Ghani has ordered the government to take all necessary measures to ensure the safety of the Afghan people and to bring the situation under control.

(10) False Questions...

Various government officials have been involved in various events and activities, which have been highlighted in the media. However, the government has not provided any official statement or clarification on these matters.

A new government has been formed in Afghanistan, promising to bring about positive changes and reforms in the region. The new government emphasized the need for peace and stability.

President Ghani has ordered the government to take all necessary measures to ensure the safety of the Afghan people and to bring the situation under control.

(11) Telephone...?
**United Nations**

- The international community should work together to end the continued suffering of the Palestinian people. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said in a statement issued here Tuesday that there was a “need for an agreed strategy at all levels to address the root cause of the conflict.”

**S. Arabia**

- Arabic women are calling for a boycott of the proposed military force in response to the recent violence in the region. The women have been advocating for a peaceful resolution to the ongoing conflict.

**Russia-US: Ties Alive and Well at Nuclear Talks**

- Russia and the United States are continuing to work on a new framework agreement on nuclear security, as reported by international media.

**Vienna**

- Iran and Russia are continuing to engage in discussions to resume the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), also known as the Iran nuclear deal. The talks are aimed at resolving differences and ensuring the deal's compliance.

**Israel Shuts Egypt Crossing After Deadly IS Attacks in Sinai**

- Israel has shut down the crossing point following a recent terrorist attack. The closure is part of measures to prevent further attacks and ensure regional security.

**UK**

- The European Union is stepping up efforts to address the migration crisis, with a focus on improving border controls and facilitating safe and legal migration pathways.

**South Africa**

- President Cyril Ramaphosa has announced plans to implement a national recovery plan to address the economic challenges facing the country. The plan includes measures to support small businesses and create job opportunities.
Farah Farmers Export Women Worth 1.6 Billion Afs

**Farah City** – Farmers in the province are being provided with more than 1.5 billion Afs for the first time by the Ministry of Public Works for road maintenance and construction. The funds were announced on Wednesday.

Farah agriculture director, presidential aide, and cabinet member, said the project will help farmers and rural communities in the province.

**Female Ghori Export Women**

**Qalat** – The first time in the Ghori valley, women have been able to export their potatoes to markets in distant cities. This is a significant step in improving the livelihoods of women in the region.

**Violence Against Women Falls in Balkh:**

**Kabul** – The number of incidents of violence against women has decreased in the first three months of this Afghan calendar year. This year, the number of complaints has decreased by 20 percent compared to the same period last year.

**Growing Insurmountable Harping on PM’s Words**

**Kabul** – The government has failed to provide complete support and share information with council members when any issues take place in the province. The provincial council members have been left in the dark about this situation.

**80 Police Remain Surrounded in Urugzun**

**Kabul** – An Afghan Armed Forces (AAF) pilot named Abdul Rahim Rahim has been brought to justice by the AAF, which arrested and charged him with desertion due to his failure to report to his unit.

**Rahim Rahim** – The AAF has not yet commented on the matter as of today.

---

**Japanese Donates 106 Machines for Road Maintenance**

**Bamiyan City** – Bahr Zahir, the newly-appointed governor for central Bamiyan province was presented with 106 machines for road maintenance and construction. The governor said the machines will help improve the infrastructure and boost the economy of the province.

---

**Ameen Yawar Bacha**  

**Bamiyan Governor Receives Amid Protests**

BAMIAN CITY – Bahr Zahir, the newly-appointed governor for central Bamiyan province was presented with some lemmonets and paper. Zahir was appointed with the help of the Independent Patriotic Government (IPG) last month, but he has been working with clashing and opposition by some lemmonets against his appointment. Bamiyan lemmonets, including Mohammad Akhbar, Shaha i Khilji and Sayed Pekker along with the other members of the provincial cabinet demonstrated to Zahir Zahir arrived in Bamiyan City, the provincial capital. Zahir later was accompanied by a delegation. Bahr Zahir said: "We will work with a political party to ensure the support of people of this province equally." He promised economic prosperity in his honor. Zahir said: "Bamiyan has a democratic community and people can freely have their views spoken. There is support and opposition but I think that opposition cannot hamper development activities." Bahr Zahir’s speech was widely discussed. (More on Pg. 39)

---

**Jalalabad** – The government on Wednesday said it would strive to attract more investment to the province. The government said it would work on various programs to attract foreign investment.

---

**Rajul Ali**

**$400 Million Projects to be Initiated in Nangarhar**

One of the projects would cost $25 million and the other around $11 million. About $35 million would be invested to develop 20 roads and 900 villages, and the government is expected to finalize the projects soon. The government confirmed that it would work in Nangarhar and had appointed a new chairman to work with the departments concerned to finalize the projects. (More on Pg. 77)

---

**Families of Kabul Blast Victims Speak Out**

**Kabul** – The families of those killed in Tuesday’s attack call for the government to investigate the cause of the blast. They also demand justice for their loved ones.

---

**Female Ghori Export Women**

**Khalkh** – The government has provided support and information to women in the province. The government said that women should not be left in the dark about this situation.

---

**Violence Against Women Falls in Balkh:**

**Kabul** – The number of complaints has decreased by 20 percent compared to the same period last year.

---

**Growing Insurmountable Harping on PM’s Words**

**Kabul** – The government has failed to provide complete support and share information with council members when any issues take place in the province.

---

**80 Police Remain Surrounded in Urugzun**

**Kabul** – An Afghan Armed Forces (AAF) pilot named Abdul Rahim Rahim has been brought to justice by the AAF, which arrested and charged him with desertion due to his failure to report to his unit.

---

**Rahim Rahim** – The AAF has not yet commented on the matter as of today.